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Primary source material on the economic history of the mass media has been

found to be more scarce than on any other topic 'in journalism history.
1.

. Archival

records and published reminiscences range from vague tmplications about financing

'to the whimsically specific, with a. scatteringi7of reve4ling and suggestive letters

and documents in between:
2

One source that his not been used by journalism

historians is the U.S. Census Products of jndustry schedule for the years 1850

to 1880 for which county,*state and nattpnal aggregates have been published and

manuscript schedulessincluding entries on individual newipaper publishing firms,

are available.
3

The purpose of this paper is to clescribe the financial affairs of Wisconsin

newspapers enumerated in the 1860 products of industry schedules.
4

The questions

to be considered are: What clic' it cost to establisp a newspaper? What was the

cost of materials and suppliei? How many employeei were used and what was their

pay? What was the value of newspaper and job-printing work produced? How

profilitable was the newspaper-publishing business?

As these census data 'have nOt been used before to examine the financial

situation of newspapers, there areano findings about the business in other states

with which. to compare the Wisconsin findings. The only comparison possible is

a Comparison between the business of newspaper publishing with all othe'r forms

of bu.siness in Wisconsin in 1860.
5 Although the comparisons of the newspaper

business with all other forms of business are in many respects comparisons of

unequals, they' permit a guage of. where the newspaper establishment fit into the

state's economy. The perspectiTprovided is helpful in assessing the size and

significance of the newspaper business in this period. This comparison will,

3
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therefore, be used as a backdrop against which the analysis of data from the

newspapers will be displayed.

THE DATA, THEIR MEASUREMENT, AND COMPARISONS OF NEWSPAPERS WITH ALL INDUSTRIES

In 1860, 49 newspaper establishments were enumerated in the industrial census.

This number amounted to only 38 per cent of the 130 newspapers that were counted

by cenius enumerators on another schedule, the periodical schedl4e.6 These .

.49 newspaper eitablishments included 42 independent weeklies, one independent

semiweekly.and six urban Combinations, publishing daily and weekly editions. Some

combinations also published semiweekly editions. Independent weeklies and the

semiweekly are defined .as newspaper establishments that published only one

edition, while combinations published More than one edition. Among the papers

enumerated In the industrial Census, the ratio of independent weeklies to com-

binations was about the same as the ratio among newvapers in the periodical census--

about 87 per cent of the total being independent weeklies. And the mean weekly

circulation of all independent weeklies and independent weeklies in the industrial

census were close--632 for all independent weeklies and 659 for those in the

industrial cent-us. The combinations 'were an inadequate sample of their group.

For most of the escussion, the independent weeklies will be the focus. Only nine,

or 23 per cent of the 1850 newspaper establishments in Wisconsin were enumerated in

the industrial census.
7 Discussion of these papers will be limited as they appear

to be an unrepresentative sample.

The industrial census data provide a summary picture of the investment,

raw materials, and labor that went into the production of newspapers and job

printing for each establishment enumerated. From these values it was possible

to construct others representing profitability and productivity.

Table I compares the aVailable data on all Wisconsin businesses counted in

the industrial censuses of 1850 and 1860 with data on newspaper establishments.
8



Table I

Summary of Data on Newspaper Establishments and All Businesses

. Reported . 'he Products of Industry Schedules of the 1850 and 1860 U.S. Censuses in Wisconsin

1850 1860

All News- NP Z OR

Businesses papers of all Index

Number of 1,2861 9 .007

establishments .

<2.

Capip-1
inV4tmont

Value of
materials

$3,421,680 415,900 .005 .72

$5,186,5633 87,885 .002 .3

Va:ue of $8,984,533 $23,598 .003 4
product

Value added by $3,797,970 $15,713 .004 .6

manufacture

Number of 6,232 53 .009 1.3

employees

Mean investment $2,660 $1,76, .664 .---

per establishment t
t

Mean value of $4,033 $876 .217 ---

materials

ean value $6,986 $2,622 .375 ---

of product-

Mean V4:tle added $2,953 $1,746 .591 ---
.'

by manufacture

Mean number of 4.8' 5.8°1.208 ---

of employees

Mean value added .$609 $2966 .486 ---

'per employee

All News- NP X

Businesses papers of all

3,173 49 .015

$17,167,500 $139,500 .008

$17,272,709 . $92,874 .005

$28,596,726 $219,793. .008

$11,323,017. $126,919 .011

OR
Index

--

.52'

.3

.5

.7

: 17,266 279 .016 1.1

$5,410 $2,847 .526 ---

$5,444. $1,895 048 ---
ft

$9,013.-
.--

$4,486 .498 ---

$3,56 $2,590. .726 ---

34 5.7 1.056 ---

$656 $420 .640

,.' Sources: M4nuscript products of industry schedules for the State of Wisconsin, 1850, 1860; Walsh,

18, 22, 25-6, 228-9.

1 Calculated from Walsh, 228-9.

2Overreprcsentation index relates the percentage new^prper establishments' portion df all

capital.investment, for example, to newspaper establishments' portion of all businesses reported

in tl-A: cf industry schedule.

3Calculaied from Walsh data, 227 and 228.
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The means summarize data-on one-man shops and large establishments in which.labor

was significantly divided. The data show thit in both years newspapers had

smaller capital investments, consumed.rawmmaterials of =Wel-value, and turned

out products worth less than other businesses In the state.

The output measures--value of product, value added by manufacture, and

value.added Der employeeneed explanation and qualificatilon with reference to

Table I and the subsequent discussion. Value of product, Which was reported in

the census, represents the gross_Output of an establishment before costs of

production are subtracted. Comparisons of the value of Oroduct from industry to

industry do not account for the differing aMounts and values of raw materials
%

used.
9

The processing.industries, such as lumber and flour milling, could

irar.form large amounts of raw materials into finished products with relatively

small Mounts of mechanized labor.
10

In contrast, the craft industries, such as

blac smithing or shoemaking might use relatively small amounts of raw materials,

app y relativelgy llarge amounts of labor, and produce small amounts of product.

Furt e.;1ihile newspapers did have some economic value comparable to that of
."

milled flour or shoes,"they also had an intangible value that defies direct

comparison with other manufactured products.

The construct value added by manufacture corrects the output for differing

amounts of raw materials4used:
11

Value added by manufacture, or value added,

is computed by subtracting the value of raw materials from the value of total

product. It has been described as the most useful single measure for determining

the contribution of an industry to the economy.
12

Value added may A compared

across industries that use vastly different quantities and values of raw. materials.

The construct represents the utility, or money value, derived from the manu-

facturing process on the raw materials. A large part of value added is the

money paid in wages to employees.
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The third measure of output in Table I, value.added per employee, is often

used as.an indicator of the scale of an operation ind, at least indirectly, of

the amount ofmechanization and division of labor. The higher the value added per

employee, the 'larger, more technologically advanced a business usually is.13

Newspaper establishments employed relatively more persons than otheig busi-
. .

nesses in the state. Most of the work done in a newspaper office was not amenable

to mechanization in this period. Gathering information, writing editt)'irial matter,

clipping exchanges, and setting type all took manpower and time that did not

change with the amount of output or number of copies published or with division

of labbr. These first-copy costs could not be. reduced substantially by increasing

output but.they could be spread over larger output to some extent.
14

Labor costs

constituted 67 per cent of the cost of production for independent weeklies in

1860. Only the printing could be mechanized through the Use of power presses, but

only six of the 49.establishments in the 1860 industrial census had.power presses'..

Apparently because of the proportion of labor that did not actually "produce"

finished newspaper copies, newspaper employees were less productive than em-

ployees in other industries in these years.

The comparisons show that newspaper establishments were relatively small

operations. They were generally less productive than other businesses, and the

productivity of individual workers was lower for newspaper establishments than

for other businesses, probably becauseAhey could no+ be significantly mechanized.

It required less capital to start a newspaper establi hment than many other

businesses. Comparing the ratios of value added to capital investment for

newspapers and ocher businesses, it was found that newspapers were more profitable

than other businesses in 1860.
15

Since overhead expenses, such as rent, interest

on borrowed money, and distribution costs, were not included in the census

reports, the productivity values are all inflated by whatever those values would

have been.

7 4.
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sfHE FINANCIAL AFFAIRS OF NEWSPAPER ESTABLISHMENTS

A
.

6

; Data for all newspapers in.the products of industry schedUle Nvq. been

cempared with;data on all busir!esses because both include small . es-

tablishments in their means. But the-means for all newspapers obst...ire large

.
.,/

differences between the economic condftion of the independent weeklies and that .

of the large combination papers in Mi)waukee and Madison.
)6

Where there were -

real differences in volume or dollar values between weekliP- and combinations the

differences were.very large. These differences ranged from about six times as

many-employees to the expenditure of 20 times as much for printing paper for the

combinations as coMpared-to the weeklies. The variations in size.and volumes

among weeklies were relatively small.
17

For a few variables, such as monthly

pay per employee and value added per employee, the mean values for weeklies and

combinations were nearly identical.18 These similarities and differences will

be:discussed below.

Table II compares.the mean values for independent weeklies isith those3for

combination papers and includes the values for all newspapers, including one

teweekly, among 1860 newspapers and means for the nine independent weeklies counted

in the 1850, manufacturing census. Table II also includes additional variables

available only for newspaper establishments, some reported in the manufacturing

censuses, some constiucted from manufacturing census data, weekly circulation

figures from periodical censuses, and longevity data computed from various sources.
19

The discussion of these data on the financial affairs of,newspapers will be

divided into two sections; one on the input-or cost-of-productiOn measures and

the other on the output measures.

,8
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table xx

Summary of Mean Values for tinancial Reports on Wisconsin Newspapers in.1850 and 1860

Mean-

investment $1,517

Reams of paper 121

Value of paper . $464

Cost per ream $4.06

. of paper `

Wile of other
raw materials

$220

Value of all
raw materials

$596

NuMber of 3.7
2

employees

.Wealklies

Std. Del/

$943

163

$349

$1.13

$30

$503

1.4

Annual payroll $1,09,7 $551

'.Individual $24:99 $5.91

monthly pay

Tbtal costs of $18695 $957 ,

production .

Per-copy
3

$0.031 $0.014

production Gosts

1860 Indust'rial Papers e 1850

C/V1

Combos

Mean

.
All Ptpers

Mean Std..poev.

Industrial
.Papers

Mean

.622 $12,500 $2,847 $5,248
,

$1,766

1.347 . 2,146 412 1,114 217

.817 $9,922 $1,699 $5,131 $922

.342 .$4.21 $4.05 $1.31 $4.04

1.768 $1,294 $404 $642
.

$55
.

.844 $11,216 $1,895 $5,325 $876'

.378 20.2 5.7 6.5. 5.9

.501 $7,814 $1,926 $2,774 $1,352

.257 $29.29 $25.58, $6.41 $19.64

.565 $19,030 $3,821 $7,797 $2,228

.452 $0.026 $0.030 $0.014 $0.030



Weekly
circulation

Nudber of popies
printed

Value of newspapers
. printed

Per-copy valu
4

Value of
jai) printing

Value of
all production

:Newspaper per cent
of total product

. Value added
by manufacture

Value added
per employee

6
Return

S.

4

Table II 4Continued)

Weeklies

1860 Industrial Papers,

Mean Std. My. C/V1

659 302 .458

34,986

$1,054

$0.033

$907

$2,009

.629

18,545

$580

$0.015

.$890

.530

.550

.454

.981

$1,141 .

.220

568

350

$1,413 $1,005 711

L..)

$414

$314

$290 .700

$1,038 3.306

N.

Combos All Papers
1

Mean Mari, Std. Oev.

1,967 830

307,225 70,974

$8,249 $2,061

$0.025 $0.031

$14,107 $2,916

$22,354 $4,486

.688 .625

$11,138 $2,590

$503 $420

$3,416 $664

1 0

753 .

. 108,674

$3,432

I .

40.014

0,013

$10,050

.231

$5,169

$309

$3,4,57
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Table II (Continued),

!

1860 Industrial.Papers 1850

Industrial
Weeklies Combos All Papers Papers

IMean Std. Day. C/V Mean Mean Std. Dev. Mean

Return on $0.31 $0.86 2.770 $0.23. $0.22 $0.88 $0.23
invelstment dollar

4.2 3.3 .786 8.2 4.5 3.6 2.8
in years)

, ....4

Sources: Manuscript industrial and periodicalyschedules for the State of Wisconsin, 1850 and 1860;
Griswold; county histories.

1
Coefficient of variation. Calculated by dividing the standard deviation by the mean, it permits

the comparison of the relative homogeneity of groups with different means. It ranges.from 0.0 up.
See Blalx*, 88.

2
Male employdes only in 1850 and for 1860 combinations; male and female for 1860 weeklies and

all newspapers.

3
Estimated by formula: Newspaper per cent of total product X (value'of all raw materials +

annual payroll') / number of copies printed.

4
Copy value m value of newspapers printed/ number of copies.printed.

5Value added ass value of all production - value of all raw materials.

6
Return = value of all production - value of all raw materials and annual payroll.
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Investment, Raw Materialsond Labor Force

The mean capital investment of real apd personal property in a newspaper

establishment in Wisconsin in 1860 was $1,517 for independent weeklies and

$12,500 for combination papers. Investment would have included the costs for

one or more presses, several fonts of type and their periodic replacement,

Office furniture, and possibly real property to house the newspaper office. The

$1,517 mean corresponds with anecdotal evidence about newspaper start-up costs

for the whole antebellum period. The establishments that reported more than

$2,000 in investment in,1860 had large circulations and/or large volumes of job

printing, and moit reported having two hand presses or power presses. The higher

.
investment mean for 1850 ($1,767) is probably an artifact of the rather limited. ;

.1)

sample of newspaPers, including some rather large weeklies, in-the industrial

census in that year. N.

For independent weeklies,.initestment in 1860 was most strongly related to

other input or cost-of-production values, incluoing the value of raw materials,

the number of employees, and their payroll.
20

These relationships, measured by

Pearsonian correlations, were stronger than relationships of any of these iifput .

values with the size of the business, measured as total weekly circulation,

number of copies printed, the value of newspapers printed, value of job.printing,

or value of total production. These findings suggest that the.sqle of operatic),

.for independent weeklies, including how much one investe0 at the odtset and
foga 4

over time and the amount one,spent on raw materials and payro11, were possibly

more strongly related to how much one could raise

need, represented by the circulation or volum of

or 'Afford to srend than to/phie

Ir'
job printing. A newspaper

operator could make do w4th an older pres;4, a1ler and cheapappaper, fewer

fonts of type ail less frequent replacements and fewer or less experienced-,and

expensive employees and still manage to publish the number-of pages necessary

to meet subscription P. d job printing demand. .
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. Based on expenditures reported,vili could publish
g

a weekly With a crculation

of 500 With a capritil.inve ment of about i1i300, raw "materialskosting $450, and

an 'annual pairoll of $850 Larger circulation would have required,more equip-

ment at a capital investMent cost of $165 per unit of circulation,, or weekly
,

subscriOtion, raw materials costing,98 cents, and .002'more employees, earning
a

77 cents'annu'illy.22

Investment was related significantly wi,th.the value of both newspapers and

Jill) printing, the ielation with newspaper value being slightly higher.23 The

stronger relationship between newspipter value and investment than between job

value and investment and a larger investment Cost per adationaa dollar in news-
.

paper output indicate that the inyestment in newspaper publishing was less.pro-

ductive than in job printing.
24

Since job printing was often done during Slack

time on'a newspaper press, and/or contracted with a newspaper publlsher because

be had a press, it would be expected that littld oAditional 'investmentfor more

type faces ane s:zes--would have beer: needed to -duce job work: Stated

another way, job printing produced income supplewentary to that from newspaper,

publication.25 Among ieeklies, investment alsO increased with longevity of the

newspaper at the rate,o/ $151 per year.
26

This added investment was probably for

new type.

i Reported raw material costs amounted to 33 per cent of the annual cost of

operating weeklies, 50 per cent for operating combinations. The census reports4

on the volume and value of raw materials used in production, though governed by quite

precise rules, were generally not comparable. And values were reported speci-

fically for few of.the materials used by the 49 newspaper establishments in

'
1860.

27
The only material for which it was possible to determine with reasonable

confidence the average unit price was printing pkper. It has been assumed that

4L6
this paper was.newsprint because it was listed first among raw materials in all
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reports.
28

. The meanoqUantities purchased'and-mean price per unit of each 'raw

material reported are shown in Table II.I. All of the Ns in the table are small

'except those for .printing paper, and some of the materials had to be divided

.because two different units of measure were reported. In the analysis ihe values

lf all raw materials other than printing paper have been gigouped into one dategorY

A

of "others' materials. The aggregate raw material reports may be distofted as

a result of improper enumeration.
29

Thus the unit prices and Volumes for materials

are at best indicators of the general value and aMount of raw materials used by

'newspapers.*
4

Expenditures for printing paper amounted to 82 per cent of the reported

expenditures for all raw materials for both Weeklies and all papers in 1860.

LBut the mean was probably distorted by the repbrts of 12 operatok that they

used no raw materials other than paper: When those 12 were removed from the

calculations, paper amounted to 74 and 75 per cent of the dollar value of all -

.

raw materials for weeklies and all papers, respectively,in 1860. %ether the

paper was used.for both newspaper publishing and job printing it noeclear.30

The amount.olpaper used did..not vary.significantly withiefther weekly

circulation or total number of copies printed by independent weeklies. But

the value of paper did vary_siguificantly with,both measures of newspaper size.
31

When the combinationst'which pub1ist4d many more newspapers, were included, the

amount of paper used and its value both varied with weekly'birculation and total

number of copies printed.
32

Although other raw materiaxpenses incli.)Sed those for ink and fuel, which

would have been used for both newspaper and :job printing, most of the speci-
,

k

fied other costs were for 3ob printing sunplies. Among independent weeklies,

other.raw material expenses varied more strongly with the value of job printing

than with most other variables and did not vary significantly with either the

S.

lef
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Table V

Mean Amounts of Raw.Materials Used by Newspaper Establishments

in Wisponsin in 1860 and Unit Costs

Mean
f

Mean Unit Number of

Material Establishment Volume Cost Establishments

35
1

1 Printing peper weeklies 121 reams $4.06

combos 2,146 reams 4.21 7

Other paper weeklies 50 reams 2.50 2

weeklies 'Al bundles 7.26 2

Jcibloaper weeklies 168 reams 3.03 2

_Blanks weekly 40 reams 3.00 1

Cardboard weeklies 2,942 sheets 0.04 5

Combo 2 tons! 150.00 1

Ink weeklies 2.7 kegs 8.55 3

weeklies 75 pounds 0,32 2
2

combos 900 pounds 0.21 2

Wood weekly 30 cords 2.00 1

combos 175 cords 3.08 4
4

Coke, coal combc 600 bushels 0.17 1

combos 8 tons 5.84 2

; Goatskins weekly 36 skins 2.78 1
4

. Sheepskiiins weekly 24 skins 0.50 1
u

Type combo 600 pounds 0.33 1

Sources: Manuscript products of industry and periodical schedules

for the State of Wisconsin, 1850 and 1860.

11850, six weeklies used a mearrof 217 reams of kinting paper

that cost $4.04 per ream.

21850, three weeklies used a mean of 117 pounds of ink that cost

$2.44 a pound.
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number or value of newspaperstprinted.
33

When the combinations were included,

other raw material costs did vary with bOth job and newspaper production values.,

The relationship between the value of all raw materials--paper'plus other-- .!

\ and newspaper value was stronger than that between,all raw materials value and

job value among weeklies.
34-

With combinations included, however, the relationship

between the value of all raw materials and the value of job printing was the

stronger of.the two.
35

For the 32 weeklies reporting the values of both news-

paper publication and job printing, the cost of all raw materials increased 50 .

cents for every dollar increase in newtpaper value, 17 cents for every dollar

increase in job'value, and 20 cents fw,every dollar increase in total output.
36

Ps with investment, these figures indicate that after init4a1 outlays, newspaper

publishing was more costlythan job printing.

The price paid for'printing paper, assumed to be newsprint varied little

from newspaper to newspaper or from 1850 to 1860, as the data in Table III show..

And the price paid per ream did not decline at a significant 'ate with the in-

creased consumption as one would expect. The relationship of these prices for.

newsprint to general prices in the country in either year could not be determined.
37

Despite the relatively mall number of employees on 1860 Wisconsin newspapers,

their payroll made up the larger share of annual costs of operation. Among

independent weeklies, the payroll constituted 67 per cent of the reported annual

costs, and among combination papers, 50 per cent. The number of employees per

establishment varied more with investment and raw material values than with output

values, but the relationship between the number of employees and weekly cirtulation
\,

was among the stronger relationships.
38

Newspaper establishments employeeabout two

persons at a minimum and the number of employees increased about one person for

every additional 500 in weekly circulation.
39

With combinatilns included, the

number of employees increased one for every 16,667 copies, the equivalent of a

five-day daily circulation of 64."

1
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Comparing the employment and payroll values for newspaper publication and

job printing among the 32 weeklies veporting the value of both kinds of production,

one finds that an additional employee wasvrequired for each additional $1,124 of

newspaper production, $2,000 of.job production or about $2,000 of total pro-

duction.
41
The payroll increased 36 cents for each additional dollar in newspaper

production, 17 cents for each additional dollar in job production, and 18 cents

for both.
42 Payroll amounted to the larger share of annual costs, as stated

.above, but was a smaller proportion of the cost of producing an additional dollar's

.worth of output: 41 per cent of added costs for newspapers, 50 per cent for job

work, and 46 per cent for both.
43

The monthly pay per employee varied little among either weeklies or all

newspapers.
44

For weeklies, where the mean pay was $25 a. month, individual pay

varied significantly only with total monthly payroll.
45

Several alternative

conclusions might be trawn from this observation, and evidence is not avail 1

to select one. Since individual pay increased with increases in total.pa ro 1, it

might be concluded that an employer who could afford more employles could also

afford to pay each one more. Alternatively, it is possible that,those estab-

lishments,that had larger numbers of employees used them for specialized jobs,

driving up their value.and/or demands for pay. Editorial emploYees, for example,

might have earned more than press operators.

The addition r the total cost of raw materials and the annual payroll of

a newspaper establishment approximates the cost of operation. The figure does

not include rent or its equivalent, intereit on borrowed money or equipment

bought on time, or delivery costs.
46

Thus the mean costs of all production--

$1,691 for independent weeklies and $19,030 for combinations in 1860--are

rough estimates. The total cost of an additional dollar of newspaper output

was 87 cents, for job output, 34 cents, and for both, 39 cents.
47
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tince operating costs were not divided between newspaper and job production

in the census, an estimate of the cost of producIng one copy of a newspaper

- was developed by dividing costs according to.the ratio of newspaper value to

the value of total product. It.was found that the mean cost per copy of weeklies

was 3.1 cents and for combinations,. 2.6 cents.-."tbe copy cost did decline with

increased production by independent weeklies but not for all papers.
48

Total

costs increased at the rate of 2.1 cents a copy for weeklies.
49

For all news-

papers, costs increased at the rate of 2.4 cents a copy.
50

These means and

costs per addTonal copy obscure a pattern that indicated limits on the economies

of scale pOssible or 'desirable in newspaper production. When/the independent

weeklies were\divided into groups according to the number of copies produced, it

was the middle\Oroup that had the lowest per-copy costs rather than tile group

with the largest weekly newspaper production. The copy costs for nine groups of
1

weeklies are shown in Table Iv. When combinations were included in the breakdown,

the pattern was less clear.
51

The copy-cost figures are crude estimates that include the cost of printing,

which was directly related to the number of copies produced, as well as editorial

costs not relfted to volume of production. But the apparent pattern in per-copy

costs among independent weeklies corresponds to findings on twentieth-century..

newspaper costs. That is, fiost-copy costs on the larger weekly papers were not

relatively the lowest.
52

The reasons for the patterns may be different, however.

for contemporary newspapers the lack of a continued per-copy cost reduction as

circulation increases apparently occurs because economies in editorial product

tould mean a reduction in quality and quantity of content that would presumably

reduce demand for newspapers. For the 1860 Wisconsin weeklies, however, it is

likely that larger circulation would have required the hilring of aduiional

employees and purchase of additional equipment. It was the average independent

weekly, with a circulation between 577 and 673, that had the lowest per-copy cost.

18
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Table IV

Estimated Cost of Producing One Newspaper Copy

'Among Groups of Independent Weeklies in Wisconsin in 1860

Circulationl

250- 308

.385- 400

404- 481

.500

577- 673

681- 700

r750- 869

*904- 962

1,000-2 031

250-2,031

17

Number of )
!lean Copy Cost

2 .

Establishments

! $0.045 4

0.040 5

0.040 5

0.025 4

0.017 lowest per-copy cost 4

0.026 4

0.020 3

0.030 4

0.023 3

0.031 36

N",

Sources: manuscript periodical and products of industry schedules for the

State of Wisconsin, 1860 %
.

1
Circulation estimated by dividing number of coOtes printed

by 52 weeki.

2
Copy cost estimated by dividing all costs accorAing to the proportion

of all output represented by newspaper publishing.

1 9
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To publish newspapers and do some job work, the operator of an independent

weekly in 1860 needed an average of $1,500 in capital investment and $1,700 for

one year's operating expenses.. The operafrngxpense,4iciuded about $600 for

raw materials, most of that amount being spen for p and about $1,100 for

the annual payroll for an average of 3.7 employees who earned an average of $25 No

each a month. The newspaper production portion of the expenses alone, including

the cost of raw materials and payroll, increased at the rate of 2.1 cents a copy.

The payroll for independent weeklies was the largest annual operating expense,

amounting to 67 per cent'of the annual cost of operation, but the,payroll con-

stituted the smaller portion of the cost of producing each additional copy.

Combination papers in 1860 operated on a much larger scale than weeklies.

The ratios were different, but unit costs found among independent waeklies were

similar to those for the combinations. The annual payroll constituted 50 per

cent of the annual operating costs. The monthly pay for just over 20 employees

was about $:0 each, only slightly hiflher than the pay on weeklies. The cost of

paper made up the majority of the total cost of raw materials for combinations.

Production, Productivity, and Profit

The production of newspaper establishments enumerated in the industrial

census will be discussed in terms of the value and volume of products. Pro-

..
duction values will be related to cost.of-production Values to produce rough

measures of productivity and profitability--value added by manufacture, return,

and return on investment. The value-added constructs are produced by subtracting

the costs of raw materialq from the value of finished product. The return con-
.

)/
structs involve the subtraction of both annual payroll and costs of raw materials

from the value of finished products.

Most of the newspaper establishments counted in the industrial censuses

prodkiced both newspapers and job work.
53

Newspaper production accounted for

2o
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62 per cent of the total.value.of products for weeklies and 69 per cent for the

combinations in 1860. In 1850, 52 per cent of the.reported output value came

from:newspaper publishing. Although newspaper publishing made\t,lp the larger

share of the value of all production, newspaper publishing was the.less productive

and profitable portion of the newspaper establishment's business, because after

the start-up expenses,as indicated earlier, :ft was the more costly to do. The

relationships between the value of job work and the value of total output and the

productivity and profitibility measures were all considerably higher than re-

/-4
lationships gaween the value of newspapers and the other oLtp t measures.

54
.

Thesefindings indica that output and profitibility.increase more regularlyY 4

with the value of A4work than witNewspaPer-pubrishing. Neither weekly cluro.

. p.

culation nor number of copies printed varied significantly with any of the pro-

fitibility measures, and thR
ir correlations were weaker with the value Of total

.

product than those for newspa er,value of...job value.
:5

A.
.

c

The relatively high cost and low productivity and.profiipaiiiiity of news-

paper product& is most clearly ejident in a consideration of the values that .

occurred with increases in the percentage of total output contributel, by newspaper

production among all weeklies. The value of total product, value-added by manu-
2

facture, and return all declined with each one per cent increase in ffewspaper

production's portion of the total output value. Because total output was made up

of only newspaper and job production, the declining output occurring with increases

in newspapet pràduction means that output, value added by manufacturi, And return,

increased with each percentage increase in the proportion of total output re-

presented by job work. With each increase of one per cent in newspaper production's

portion of total output value came a decrease of about $25 in the value of

total product, $20 in value added, and $18 in return.56 These findings indicate

that job printing may have been necevary to the survival of newspapers in Wisconsin
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in 1860. The seemdngly constant effort 3f newspaper operators in antebellum "

Wisconsin to win the local, state, and federal printing contracts would appear, in

light Of these findings, to have represented the real need for income supplementary

to that from newspaper Printing and general job printing rather than greed.57

For all independent weeklies, the value of total output increased about

four cents with the production of an Additional newspaper copy, part of that being t.

the value of newspaper .production and part being the value of job work accom-

panying newspaper production.
58

Va ue added increased about 2.3 cents and return

lamlut. one cent for each copy.
59'

to

Return pr profit Values are confused by the fact that the calculated return

values--the subtraction of the value of raw materials and annual payroll from the

value of product--were negative for One-third of the independent weeklies. Thest
s

negative values could mean that the establishments were operating at actual losses.

The brief period of publication for many papers in antebellum Wisconsin may reflect

this situation. One would expect, however, that the return would be smallest

for papers in operation the briefest length 'Of time, and therefore that some of the

operators of such newspapers, unable to finlce further losses, discontinued

'their papers. But the relationship between return and longevity was negative,

indicating that the longer a newspaper establishment had been in operation the

lower was its return.
6C

Possible errors in reporting data and artifacts of the timing of the enu-

meration could explain this result.
61

Or it may have represented reality.

The brief lives of newspapers then might be explained by the fact that despite

increased circulation an production, return didn't improve, and after a few

years of successively greater losses, newspaper operacors eventualldiscontinued

their publications.

These findings on reiurn suggest that growth in the newspaper business may

have been more costly than profitable, because some growth required additional

1

7.41

/
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Imployees and equipment. None of the independent Weeklies was large enough to

have made the use of large, power prtes p. fitable. The copy-cost breakdowns

in Table IV indicate that it was the averag'ë weekly, with circulation* of about

600,1that was apparently most economically efficient, benefiting from economies

of scale that were lost with growth..

Retirrn was more strongly related to job Produc11D7 than newspaper productioN.

values and Increased at a greater rate for job.produ tion than for each additional

dollaeof4ewspaper production62: Return increased 82. cents for each Wed d011ar

of job production and only ,56 cents foeeach added dollar's worth of newspaper.
*

production.
63 Return increased at the rate of 61 cents for each dollar increase

in total production.61 It would hav4aken total production worth $1,427 for one

of these weeklies to break even, given v data here.65

The mean return of"$314 for independent weeklies seems rather small,,being

little more than the average annual pay of about $300 per employee.. It is not clear

whether the operator of a newspaper in 1860 counted wages for himself in his payroll.

If he did not., his return seems to have earned him littlefor the problems and

responsibilities of *rating his publication. No mention is made in the Wisconsin

industrial census reports of the value of advertising.
6,6 it might have been in-

cluded in the value of newspapers printed or it may have been considered clear

profit which would have augmented the return figures calculated here.

The construct return on investment, being calculated by the subtraction of

costs from output and division of the remainder by investment is subjeCt to the

numerous distortions discussed pertinent to each of the factors influencing the

final construct--v lue of paper, value of other yaw materials, annual payroll,

value of.newspapers, value of job work, and investment. The means of 31 per

cent or 31 cents' on a dollar of,investment for independent weeklies and 23 per

cent for combinations in 1860 and for the 1850 newspaper establishments seem

2R
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high. The figures probably reflect the fact thationt, interet, in@ distribution .

costs werenot reported as,costs and have not been subtracted ftom ret R:
,--- , (

. 6

"The relationship between return on tnvestment and job val was igher

than that between return on iniAstment and newspaper value.61 The. inctease for
.

return on investment for each additional dollar of newspaper production was slightly

higher than that for job work.
68

Return on investment'decreased with increases
0

in the value of newpaper 'production ,as a prdPortion of total product value.°

Newspaper publication made.up 63.per cent of the value of all production by

independent weeklies and 69 per cent among combinations, job work accounting for
.

......

the remaining production. But newspapeFpublication was less produCtive And pro-.

fitable than job work because It was more costly. As the newspaper portion of
4

total p4t roduction increased, total product value, value added, and return declined.

Newspaper publication generated increases in value added at-the rate of 92 cents

for every dollar of newspaper value, while job work generated 99 cents. News-

paper publicatlon generated 56 cents return for every dollar of newspaper value,

while job work generated 82 cents return for every, dollar of job value. Return,

the best measure available for profits, averaged $314 among independent weeklies.

and $3,416 among combinations. Rettren on investment was 3I-per cent,for weeklies

and 22 per :4ent for combinations.

(
SUMARY

The newspaper establishment in Wisconsin in 1850 and 1860 was smaller than

other businesses in all input and output measures except the number of employees.

Newspaper publication and job printing done in association with publication were

labo intensive businesses. The editorial tasks and typesetting oecessary before

output could be produced could not be Ihanized in this petiod and mechanized

printing was not practical for small papers. The payroll, therefore, was the
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larger proportion of the total actual costs of operation. As production increased,
L_

however, the,value of raw materials increased more than.did payroll. Employees

apparently were expected to accommodate *some increased production work.

The operating costs for doing newspaper publication and job woi.k in 1860

were greater than initial investment. In the first year, a newspaper operator

needed both investment capital and reserves enough to buy materials and pay

employees for some time because of lax collection procedures and the notorious

tardiness of subsctiberi and advertisers in paying for,products'and services re-

ceive4. The.relatillmships were highest between cost-of:production values and other

cost-of-production values and between production on'ariput measures and other

production measures. Thus it appears that an operator invested and spent on

supplies and payroll what he could afford rather than an amount dictated entirely

by the amount of production, at least at the outset. The value of raw'materials

Aid not increase significantly with intreases in weekly circulation, but the

numbet. of'employees.did.

The costs of newspaper production increased per unit of total output at a

greater rate than did job printing costs, indicating that newspaper production was

relatively more expensive to do than job work. Although per-copy costs did decline

'with increases in the value of:newspaper production, the decline had an apparent

limit as possible economies of scale we6 limited. Among weeklies, the average

'establishment with a circulation of about 600 had the lowest per-copy costs.

Beyond that circulation, the need for additional employees and equipment pushed 1u0"1

the costs of production and reduced economies of scale. Among all papers, including

the combinations, it was the largest establishments that had the lowest per-copy

costs, but a middle group also had low costs.

Newspaper production constituted about two-thirds of the product value of

newspaper establishments, but because of greater costs of production, newspaper
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publishing was the less productive and,,profitable. The prodUctivity measure,

value alded by manufacture,, and the profitability measures--return and return

1 .

on investment--increased more with increases in the value of job vork than with
. -

increases in newspaper production. In fact,.productivity ahd profit decreased

with increases in the proportiOn of total output made up by newspaper production.

Conversely, prodiictivity anctprofit.increased with increases,in the proportion of

total output made up by job work.

The absolute return, inflated.* failure to subtract rent, interest on

borrowed money arid materials.bought on credit, and deliVery costs seems low, being

Aot much rhore than the annual wages for one employee. But related to investment,

return seems higher than contemporary returns on investment.in the newspaper

business. The.inflated'returns on investment were more than 30 per cent for

independent weeklies.add more 91dr 20 per cent for all establishments, including

combinations.

The greater profitability of job work than newspaper publication indicates

that job work was a necessity to newspaper operators hoping to make profits on

their capital and labv investments. The data on Wisconsin newspapers in 1860

indicate that newspaper publication alone was not a profitable business, and that

job printing was actively sought to increase the potential of an establishment

to earn a profit.

26
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NOTES

1Unpublished report of the Association for.Education in Journalism Hisfory
Divisionlibliography Committee for 1968-9, cited in William E. Ames and
Dwight L. Teeter, "Politics, Economics and the Mass Media," in Ronald T.
Farrar and John D. Stevens, Mass Media and the National Experience (New

.York, 1971)940.

.10

2
UM* examples from this research: A letter from a publisher to the Wisconsin

Editorial Association saying he moved to Fond du Lac to publish a paper,
"ldrge inducements being made" (Samuel Ryan, Jr., WEA Proceedings, Vols.
1-3, 77). Another publisher described the scaVenger s approach to outfitting an
office, at a total cost of $175 (J.A. Hadley in WEA Proceedings, Vols. 1-3,

37-9). A description of the credit market faced by a pubffiher and the cost
df equiping the Milwaukee Sentinel in 1836 is described in a letter from
Philo White to Delegate G.W. Jones, 8 April 1838, in John Peter Bloom, ed., .

Territorial Pa.,rt of the United States: Vol. 27 The Territor of Wtsconsin

Aecutive ourna apers J. 3 as ngton, 6 973-976.

For other examples, see Carolyn Stewart Dyer, "The Business History of the

Antebellum Wisconsin Newspaper, 1833-1860: A Study of Concentration of Owner-
ship and Diversity of *Views" (Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1978)
Chapter VII.

1The only use of locil data from this source found in research for this study

was in William H. Lyon, The Pioneer Editor in Missouri 1808-1860 (Columbia,

Mo., 1965) 23. Lyon used aggregate county data on capital investment and
number of empToyees. The most extensive use of the national aggregates is
in Alfred McClung Lee, The Daily Newspaper in America (New York, 1937)

, 716-20, 725-6, 728-30, 73245, 748-500. Bruce M. Owen also used aggregate
census data in Economics and Freedom of.Expression (Cambridge, Mass., 1975)

64-5, 69-70, 724, 79. 'Many of digenli tables were based on Lee's use

of the census data. All surviving state manuscripts-for these censuses are ,

available on microfilm.

41860 was chosen because the data were used as'part of a larger study on Wisconsin
newspapers from 1833-1860. (See reference to Dyer, 1978, note 2 above.)

Only nine firMs were included in the 1850 Wisconsin censuses. Those data are

mentioned here where appropriate. Also used here were data on circulation
from the periodical schedule of the same censuses. Problems in using these

data and .an evaluation of their probable accuracy are discussed in Dyer,
on. cit., Appendix B.

5
Compartsons are made with findings of Margaret Walsh, The Manufacturin9 Frontier

(Maditkon, 1972), a study of the same manuscript industrial data. Walsh did
not include newspaper publishing among the industries she examined closely

because the industry was so small. Newspapers, however, were included in her

aggregates on businesses.

er
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4Although all firms earning $500 or more in the year preceding the census were

to be counted, it appears that many fitting that criterion were ignored. The

basis for exclusion is not known. See discussion in Dyer, oz cit., 565-7.

7
A1f

4 of the newspapers in the 1850 industrial census were independent weeklies

and they accounted for 85 per cent of the independent weeklies. None of the

Milwaukee papers, including six combinations, were enumerated.

8The data on all Wisconsin businesses in the products of industry schedules are

derived from the work of Walsh. She reported aggregate values. The means

have been calculated from her data.

9E.8. Alderfer and H.E. Michl, Economics of American Industry (New York, 1957)

405.

10Walsh found, however, that in these and other .processing industries, then, were

both large, highly mechanized units and small, less mechanized units.

i
1Alderfer and Michl, loc. cit.

12Ibid.

13-w.
alsh, 23-5.

,*4

4a

14See discussion of first-copy costs in 0wen,.22. cit., 36.

150ther businesses produced 66 cents in value added per investment dollar in 1860,

and newspapers produced 91 cents. The other-business figure was calculated

from Walsh, !IR. cit., 18, 228. The 1850 newspaper data are too limited to be

Considered r4Tiab-Ti for this type of calculation..

16
Al1 the English-language papers in Milwaukee were combinations; and three of

four German-language papers were combinations. The only semiweekly, the

.German Phoenix, was in the industrial census. In Madison, the German and

Norwegian newspapers, all of which were in the induspial census, were in-

dependent weeklies.

17Variation as discussed here is determined by the coefficient of variation, which

is derived by dividing the standard deviation by the mean. The coefficient

of variation permits comparison of the relative homogeneity of several groups

when the groups have very different means. Here the discussion involves the

same groups, plus or minus a few individual establishments because of missing

data. But the values of the variables and the means are quite different.

If every establishment had the same value for a variable, the coefficient of

variation would be 0.0. The coefficient may range up from 0.0. See Hubert

M. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistics, 2nd ed. (New York, 1972), 88, on the

coefficient of variation.
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18
See Table II. Monthl,i pay per employee was $24.99 for weeklies, $29.29 for

combinations. Value added per employee was $414 for weeklies, $503 for ---

combinations, in 1860.

19For a discussion of the reliability of circulation data, see Dyer; 22. cit.,

557-63. From a test of the consistency of circulation data with ifiduifFial

schedule data on the number of copies printed, it was concluded that the

circulation data was probably quite accurate, contrary to other conclusions

about nineteenth-century circulation data.

20A correlation matrix for independent weeklies is presented as Appendix A to

' this paper, for persons interested in these findings. Correlation coefficients

will not be discussed specifically in the text, and an understanding of

correlation statistics is not needed. References in the text to strong and
weak relationships that are significant or not significant are based on the

correlation matrix data, as are statements that values did or did nor varY

together. Where correlations were not significant, the matrix in Appendix

A is blank and no specific referen0-01 be made to it.

21 These values are derived from a series of simple regression equations summarized

in a table presented as Appendix B. The general reader will not need to under-

stand these statistics or refer to the appendix. Where they are used in the

following discussion, the equation numbers in the table will be cited in

footnotes. Equations 16-18 were used here. For a discussion of the use of the

regression equation for this purpose, see Dyer, 92. cit., note 34, p. 277.

22
Appendix Bo equations, 16-19.

23Appendix A, Part II.

24 For 32 weeklies reporting the value of both newspapers and job printing, an

additional investment of 84 cents was required for an additional dollar in

newspaper value and 40 cents for an additional dollar in job value. Derived

from Appendix 8, equations 1 and 7.

25Although there are reports that newspapers were established to win public

printing contracts, most of those contracts involved publishing delinquent

tax lists in newspapers rather than printing materials for government use.

Thus the newspaper was ani, integral part of the printing contract, not an

appendage. Only one establishment has been found that began as a job-printing

office. That was the firm that was counted in the industrial census as a
job-printing firm and began publication of the Fond du Lac Saturday Reporter

shortly after the June 1, 1860, census date. It has not been included in

, this analysis.

26
Appendix B, equation 30.

l
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27The instructions are reprinted in Carroll D. Wrialt, History and Growth of the

United States Census (Washington, 1900), 31244. The instructions provided

for the order fn which materials should be listed, the number of materials that

should be identified specifically, and even the units of measure to be used,

with paper in reams being used as one of the examples.

28-I.he most important raw material was to-be listed first.

29While some reports were broken down into components, others were not. Some

included the value of paper only. And some appear to have included two.years'

supplies of raw materials. Thus the unit prices and volumes for materials are

at best indicators of the general value and amount of raw materials used by

newspaper operators.

30The printing of proceedings and oiher official reports could well have been

done on newspaper stock. Some' legislative proceedings and documents used

in this study seem to have been printed on finer, thinner paper than the

newsprint commonly used. But few of the newspapers used in this study have

been examined in their original form.

31 Knowing that newspapers varied in page size, it had been assumed that reams of

paper would have varied in size, value, and possibly count as well. But there

was little variation (the coefficient of variation was .342) in the cost

per ream of pOinting paper. For correlation coefficients, see Appendix A,

Part II.

32These coefficients are not in Appendix A. The Pearsonian correlation coefficients

were: amount of paper/weekly circulation = .889; amount of paper/ number.of

copies printed = .745. All were significant at the .001-level. ,

335ee Appendix A, Part II.

34
Ibid.

35.'hese coefficients are not in Appendix A. Thex,were: value of all raw materials/

value of job printing = .947; value of all raw aterials/ value of newspapers

printed = .624. Both were significant at the 1.001 level.

36See Appendix B, equations 2, 9, 15.

37The units used in the census were not the same as those in other reports on the

cost of paper, and neither the weight nor dimensions of a ream was reported.

Therefore, these findings couldn't be compared with others.

38See Appendix A, Parts I and II.

39Appendix B, equation 22.

equation. It is the a
which regression curve

The minimum figure is also derived from the regressioc

value to the left of the + sign. The a is the point at

intercepts the y axis.

3 0
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0Appendix 8,

41 '
Appendix 8,

equation 32. -

equationi 3, 10, 16.

42Appendix 8, equations 4, 11, 17.

4 kalculated from Appendix 8, equations 2, 4, and 5. For newspaper value, the

calculation was 36t/87t; for job work, 17t/34t; for all production, 18t/39t.

44The coefficient of variation, from Table II, was .257.

45See Appendix A, Part I.

46.-Ole census instructions specifically excluded costs of distribution from the value

of products (Wright, 114). For urban papers, 50 cents was often added to the

subscription price for local delivery. Published subscrIption rates do not mention

payment of postage, which would have cost the newspaper operator 26 cents a year

for a weekly if he paid the postage in advance of mailing. The cost would have

been 52 cents tf the subscriber paid the postage quarterly.

47Appendix B, equations 5, 12, 18.

48See Appendix A, Part II.

49
Appendix B, equation 27.

5
°Appendix B, equation 33.

51The seven largest newspaper establishme ts, in a five-group breakdown, had the

lowest per-copy costs--2.2 cents. This group included all the combination papers

and one independent weekly.

52
Owen,.9z cit., 36.

53In 1850, 88 per cent of the estabtishments in the industrial census reported

doing both newspaper publishing and job printing; in 1860, 76 per cent reported

doing both.

54
See Appendix A, Part III.

55
Ibid.

56See Appendix 8, equations 28, 29, 30.



"Letters, newspapers, and public records are replete with mentions of competition

for public printing contracts and the need for the income it represented. A
number of newspapers were reported to have been started in order to win a
printing contract--usually to publish the delinquent tax lists in newspapers--
or to have terminated shortly after the loss of a contract. The evidence seems
to indicate that job printing was sought and done as a necessary supplement to
newspaper publication rather than the reverse.

58Appendix B, equation 24.

59
Appendix B, equations 24, 25.

60.The Pearsonian correlations were negative whether negative return values were
included or not. With the*negative values included, r = -.360, significance

.016.

61As stated earlier, it appeared that some establishments reported more than one
year's supplies of raw materials, perhaps because of the timing of the enumeration.
And it was speculated that some capital expenditures, such as replacement of .

type, may have been included in raw material expenses. Both of these factors
would'have increased raw material costs and thereby reduced value added and return.
Where replacement of capital goods was included, the costs would be expected to
be higher the longer a newspaper had been in operation, and the return would be
lowero Although businessmen were to report thebaverage number of employees and
average monthly payroll, it is possible that operators were asked simply how
many, employees thfy had and what their monthly payroll was.' Thus the addition
of employees at any time duilng the year prior to census time, and the cal-
culation here of annual payroll costs for a full year based on the inflated
-report would mean that the calculated total labor costs were higher than they
actually were. This possible distortion would also increase costs and reduce

return. To the extent that more established newspapers would need more employees,
the*exaggeration of costs would be greater for the papers in operation for longer
periods.

62
See Appendix A, Part III.

63Appendix B, equations 6, 13, 19.

°Appendix B, equation 19.

65
Ibid.

66In the Iowa returns for 1860, two firms listed a value for new
"valued in subscriptions and advertising." Five othersrepo
values for newspapers, job work, and advertising. In these

is not clear whether the advertising represented income for
separate ad work in the form of handbills, for example.

32

spapers published
rted separate
latter reports, it
ads in newspapers or



67
See Appendix A, Part III.

"Appendix 6, eqyations 7, 14.

69
See Appendix A, Part III.
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Appendix 8

Summary of Regression Equations for Financial Data
Reported 14 Newspaper Establishments

in the 1860 Products of Industry.Schedule
of the U.S. Census for Wisconsin

When X me

I Value of neWpapers
printed

2 Value of newspirrs
printed

34alue of newspapers
printed

4 Value of newspapers
printed

5 Value newspapers
printed

6

i
lue of newspapers

*Iprinted

7 Value of newspapers
printed

8 Value of
co job printing
r4
C) 9 Value of
4.J

job printing

e4
Ce1 10 Value of

job printing

11 Value of
job printing

12 Value of
job printing

*Significance
****Signific nce = .05. Significance levels rounded to the nearest

value.
a
Significance = .196.

b
Sign

and Y = Y = a + bX =

Investment $604* + $0.84*X

Value of all $97a + $0.050X

raw materials

Number of
employees

Annual payroll

Total costs of
production

Return

Aeturn on
investment
dollar

Investment

Value of all
raw materials

Number of
employees

2.5 + .0009
***

X

$650* + $0.36***X

$747* + $0.87*X (

****
-$273

b
+ $0.56 X

-$0.24c + $0.00048****X

$1,095* + $0:40**X

***
$451

*
+ $0.17 . X

****
3 + .0005 X

* ****
nnual payroll $865 + $0.17 X

* ***
Total costs of $1,317 + $0.34 X

production

.001. **significance = .005. ***Significance = .01.

ificance = .215.
c
Significance , .221.

4 u
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When X ...

13 Value of
job printi 1

14 Value of
. job printing

15 Value of all
4J production

JI 16 Value of all
,8 production
r4

:130 17 Value of all'
production

04
lel

18 Value of all .

production

19 Value of all
production-----

4.

Appendix 8.(continued)

and Y Y ss a + bX

36

Return

Return on
investment
dollar
Value of all
raw materials

4452
**

+ $0.82 X

-$0.25
d
+ $0.00056

*
X

$199
****

+ $0.21
*
X

Number of
employees

Annual pay

20- WeeklA ,1
circulation

21 Weekly
circulation

61-4
r4 22 Weekly
..t circulation

23 Weekly
circulation

1:8

w
8:8. 24 Number of copies

printed
1-1

25 Number'of copies ,

printed

26 Number of copies
printed

Total cos
product

Ret

Investment

Value of all
raw materials

2.5 + .0005
**

X

72
*
+ $0.18 X

***

0.39 X

61 X

Number of
employees

Annual payro

Value of aLl
production

511 + $1.55 X

-437
f
+ $0.98

*
X

2.06 + .002 X

$487g + $0.918X

**** *
+ $0.04$583 X

Value added by $587
**

+ $0.23
**

X
manufacture

Return
****

-$1 + $0.01 X

=Stgnificahoe = .001. ==S1r.n!'1'.:ance fr .005. *==SigniFicance

.01. **xxSignif4cance = .05. Signifi
-nearest value.

ance leveis rounded to

d
Significance = .081.

e
Significance = .063.

f
Significance = .410.

gSignificance level not available.
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When X m

LAppendix 8 (continI?ue

and Y

27 Number of copies Cost of
printed newspaper

production

28 Newspaper per cent Value of all
m of total product productionw
v. .

.-I

1 29 Newspaper per cent Value
4) of total product added bym

. u manufacture
; 0

w
1 30 Newspaper per cent Return
ct. of total product6v
a

31 Longevity Investment

37

Y m a + bX =

$2662 + $0.022X

$3,409* + (-$25*)X

$2,564* +

$1,399* + (-$18**)i

$888
*
+ $151

*
X.

Zs 32 Number of copies Number of
.44 , printed emp yees

*Zignificance m .001. **Significan
roaded to nearest value.

gSignificance level not available.

*.
1.6 m .00006 X

e m .005. Significance levels


